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MYRAH
 - A world in its own

We imagine, therefore we are. Welcome to the culmination of 
our dreams, our inspiration. 

Welcome to a world where imagination knows no bounds. 
Welcome to the world of MYRAH.

Unlimited possibilities with an unparalleled choice of materials, 
finishes, textures and colours are sure to captivate your senses. 

Presenting the future of technology and design that will make 
you go ‘WOW’- every time.



A TOUCH OF 
INNOVATION FOR 
A BRIGHTER TOMORROW

powered by technology to surpass the ordinary.

A perfect mix of State-of-the-art technology & 

and metal aluminium. Take your pick from 1, 2, 3 & 4 
switches per panel and set the ambiance right at the 
tap of your finger.

futuristic, brighter, smarter and elegant switches, 

edges in mirror black, metal black, metal champagne 

Introducing Myrah 'Touch' switches - a new era of 

eloquent design - this range is set against chrome 



Progression meets perfection with feather touch switches. 

Powered with ‘M Touch’ technology, these touch sensitive 
range of switches are effortlessly chic and noiselessly 
blend into your living space.

Switches & Accessories available in Titanium.
 

M TOUCH – SILENT 
SWITCHES THAT MAKE
A BOLD STATEMENT



TITANIUM - Sleek and sophisticated piece of art that 
is encapsaulated in a flawless glass plate with 
chrome
bezel edges.

A work of futuristic art - available in three unique and 
elegant colors.

Be different, think unique and design with an 
attitude - choose your canvas and paint your world 
with our ACCESSORIES COLLECTION.

WHITE - Timeless yet fresh, white always exudes a 
clean crisp look. 

BLACK - Black is the new black and it will always 
remain the go to option for edgy design.

WHITE, BLACK, TITANIUM
COLORS THAT ADD AN
EXTRAORDINARY TOUCH



Switch to the latest trend with an elegance that's both modern 

yet classic. The new range of Edge Plates with the unique chrome 

bezel comes in three distinctly innovative shades of Solid White , 

Chrome Titanium & Chrome Black Plate. Think classy & stylish and 

choose Myrah, you will simply be amazed.

Give in to the gleam of glass plates. 
Ethereally beautiful and sleek in 
design, flaunt the ever stylish 
beveled edges or let the free-flowing 
innovative liquid glass plates, 
bedazzle you with their shimmer. 

ELEGANCE ETCHED 
IN METAL REFLECTED 
IN YOUR LIFESTYLE

ADORN WITH 
GLASSY PERFECTION!

THE BRILLIANT 
SHINE OF 
ELEGANCE

Add a metallic dazzle to your life with the EDGE 
Metal series or let the glamorous & sleek Mirror 
finish plates reflect perfection & finesse in living.



THE VIDA COLLECTION:
SHEER BRILLIANCE
IN LUSTRE, TEXTURE 
& DESIGN

Glossy Ivory Glossy White

Metallic Silver Hairline SilverMetallic Grey

Hairline Brown

Wood Walnut

EXPERIENCE SILENCE
WITH SILENT ROCKER
MECHANISM (SRM)
Listen carefully to the soft sound of silence. Revere the 
technological excellence as you feel the smooth gliding 
rocker mechanism. Unique to Myrah.  SRM.  Soft Rocker 
Mechanism is a dream rationally irrationalized, a chase 
to create a breakthrough in technology.  Our engineers 
have designed a precise movement to dramatically 
reduce the ON/Off sound to 60db. 

EXPERIENCE 
SMOOTH CONNECTIONS 
WITH DYNAMIC DESIGN 
SOCKETS (DDS)
Experience the smoothness and the power of 
longevity  with  DDS-Dynamic  Design Sockets.  
Myrah sockets are designed to provide you with 
smooth insertion/removal and a firm grip.  
Independent part design and spring like material 
effect eliminate any chance of loose connection 
ensuring smooth and hassle free operation. 

Vida Wooden Series : Inspired by nature's patterns - 
this range offers  wood finish designs in Walnut.

Vida Metallic Touch : Exuding metallic sophistication, the 
metallic  range adds classiness with its grey & silver 
plates.

Vida Hairline : Let the textures do all the talking with its 
unique touch range that blends in the surrounding.

Vida Glossy : Our glossy range of switches crafted for 
your living space to outshine.



Available in: WHITE, BLACK & TITANIUM ACCESSORIES

FEATURES

Customers love hospitality that reflects state-of-the-art modernism. Our unique 
range of stylish touch & designer switches for the industry is truly ahead of its time. 
LED Indicators, laser engraved symbols and accessories that enhance customer 
convenience make this series a must have, to add on to the overall experience of 
customers.

ADDING A 
HI-TECH TOUCH
TO THE HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY


